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Abstract
Recently, Digital Twins solutions have attracted a growing interest as a fundamental para-
digm for managing data driven processes on smart cities. They are complex modelling that 
should include 3D interactive representations of buildings and infrastructures, integrated 
with a wide range of data for Smart City cyber-physical ecosystem monitoring and control-
ling. This paper presents a framework for modelling, generating and distributing Digital 
Twin representations with 3D models from a various set of data, as well as its integration 
into the open-source Smart City framework, where many kinds of real time and historical 
data are available. The proposed solution offers a method for creating integrated data ren-
dering of 3D city entities coupled with Smart City data (e.g., IoT Devices with time-series 
and historical data, heatmaps, geometries and shapes related to traffic flows, bus routes/
stops, cycling paths). The solution for generating 3D representation is based on a number 
of computer vision and machine learning solutions, thus shortening the activities of pass-
ing from raw data (i.e., Lidar, shapes, patterns, etc.) to 3D representations. Implementation 
has been enforced into the quite widespread open-source Snap4City Smart City platform 
and has been validated by using hundreds of buildings in Florence city central area, Italy, 
plus hundreds of thousands of data as points of interest, IoT Devices, traffic flows, dynamic 
heatmaps, etc.

Keywords Digital Twin · 3D City model · Smart City Modelling

1 Introduction

Smart Cities are complex infrastructures integrating multiple linked data sources, Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices and applications, involving many different data and stakehold-
ers. In this context, spatial data information may act as enablers for smart applications and 
decision support systems, provided that they are interoperable with legacy and future solu-
tions [1]. Recently, aspects related to digital 3D city modelling and Digital Twin (DT) have 
gained a growing interest, since they allow to create a more realistic context where decision 
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makers can perform analyses, simulations, demonstrations, planning and monitoring in 
several different domains and application areas (e.g., urban planning, energy management, 
traffic and mobility, disaster management, air pollution monitoring). As pointed out in [2], 
the most popular interpretation of DTs in a smart city context has been the geospatial map-
ping of urban areas to 3D models combined with associated data from existing city data-
sets, together with real-time data from smart city deployments. Many technological stand-
ards and approaches have been proposed in literature, such as: CityGML, CityJSON, the 
combination of Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS), which provides a City Information Modelling (CIM) [3]. An efficient city DT 
framework should include the integration of BIM and GIS-based city information with the 
smart city data asset [4], also exploiting sensor technologies (Internet of Things—IoT, 5G, 
etc.), data analytic algorithms (Artificial Intelligence, Machine and Deep Learning, etc.) 
to finally provide an in-depth and real-time insight of large and complex physical systems, 
which would otherwise be almost impossible to obtain [5]. However, a typical issue that 
such systems have to manage deals with limitations in data accessibility, shareability and 
interoperability [6], especially in complex domains such as smart cities.

In past years, much research has been made in the field of 3D city modelling, to recreate 
realistic visualizations. However, due to the typical city size, handling all the data and their 
processing is a challenging task that is still unsolved [7]. One critical aspect of developing 
diffuse 3D city models is to find the correct generative approach and format for the data to 
be rendered by a graphic interface on web browser. For this purpose, a set of requirements 
has been proposed by CityGML, according to different Levels of Detail (LoD) addressed 
by the model. According to [8], there are five levels: LoD0 is represented by models having 
only a 2D map with 3D terrain; LoD1 adds buildings as simple boxes; LoD2 adds rooftops 
details to LoD1; LoD3 presents also external facade structures; LoD4 adds building interi-
ors. LoD4 was introduced in CityGML 2.0, but it was removed in the latest version of Cit-
yGML 3.0. Both CityGML and CityJSON have defined a format to represent geometry and 
topology for 3D buildings, using respectively XML and JSON. CityGML 3.0 integrates a 
BIM standard, alongside the GIS format, from Industrial Foundation Class (IFC) [9]. Some 
integrations of CityGML have been proposed in real cases, like the city of Helsinki, where 
a LoD3 city model was implemented and made publicly available [10]. However, this sys-
tem does not provide integration with IoT data or other kinds of city data. Another similar 
integration was made by the city of Rotterdam [11], recreating a LoD2 type of buildings, 
with no integration of decoration elements, nor elevation of terrain (this is a relevant aspect 
for non-flat cities). An attempt of making a LoD3 3D city model was made by ETH Zurich 
with the VarCity [12]. However, the provided semantic information is generally limited to 
a small number of semantic classes. The 3dcitydb implements a 3D model for the city of 
Berlin [13], providing a pickable model of LoD2 buildings, supporting also WMS (Web 
Map Service) layers (typical of GIS solutions providing maps, heatmaps and orthomaps) 
and terrain layer. However, no heatmaps are provided, only some different ground map 
representations. The city of Stockholm [14] has implemented many aspects of Digital Twin 
concept, such as POI (point of interest), LoD3 type buildings, either with 3D tiles or mod-
elled one, and others 3D entities. However, this solution does not implement any WMS 
heatmap.

In the context of 3D city data collection, advancements in Digital Surface Model 
(DSM) creation from Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) or aerial/satellite imaging 
technology has allowed the modelling of urban topography at a spatial resolution and 
granularity which were not achievable before this technology [15, 16]. In [17], a method 
to create a city model from a point cloud generated by LiDAR technology is presented. 
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Despite its efficiency, this approach cannot process asymmetrical objects and is some-
what geometrically inaccurate. Creating 3D models of buildings with accurate details 
(e.g., the shape of the rooftop) is a more complex task. Some solutions have addressed 
this problem using a model-driven approach [18, 19], where parameterized primitives 
(i.e., precomputed roof models collected in a library) are fitted on point cloud data. 
However, complex buildings like the ones than can be found in historical urban areas 
cannot be correctly modelled using a standard set of roof primitives. Hence, in com-
plex contexts, data-driven approaches that model three-dimensional shapes by means 
of computer vision and computational geometry [20, 21], appear to be more adequate. 
These methods typically start by extracting geometrical entities such as outer borders, 
step lines, planar surfaces, etc., and then proceed to reconstruct the 3D building model. 
Since DSM data is frequently corrupted by noise, robust estimation and regularization 
techniques can be used to improve results. A more realistic 3D city representations can 
be obtained by enhancing building shapes with textures extracted from RGB images. In 
particular, rooftops textures can be obtained from orthomaps or satellite images. How-
ever, this is not an easy task: at first, rooftops have to be detected in the RGB images; 
then, the segmented patches must be carefully aligned with the top-view of the 3D map. 
Indeed, even if geolocalization information is typically available, errors occur due to 
uncertainties [22] and an accurate multi-modal registration is required (e.g., between 
the RGB images and the 3D structure) [23]. In literature, several works have addressed 
these topics using both computer vision standard and learning-based solutions. In [24], 
handcrafted features and a hierarchical segmentation approach have been used to iden-
tify buildings in rural areas. SVMs (support Vector Machines) [25] and Random Forests 
[26] have also been used to address this task. For example, in [27] authors proposed a 
three-steps method based on colour-based clustering, roof detection using an SVM and 
a final false negative recovery. Slightly different, in [28] a pair-wise exploitation of sat-
ellite images has been used to reconstruct a 3D model that could then be employed to 
identify rooftop regions. However, such solutions, not only have some limitations when 
working on areas with dense buildings, but also require a successive registration on 
the 3D map. More recently, deep learning-based solutions appeared for remote sensed 
image processing [29]. In [30], a Mask R-CNN (region based convolutional neural net-
work) [31] was used to detect rooftops from aerial images. Differently, in [32, 33] a 
U-Net architecture [34] has been preferred. Moreover, these last two solutions have pro-
vided not only rooftop segmentation, but also the registration on 3D data.

Façade texturing is even more complex, also due to lack of data. If rooftop textures can 
be extracted from orthomaps covering large portions of a city, façades require indeed more 
dedicated acquisitions, since a single image can only include one or few buildings. Moreo-
ver, in addition to the segmentation and registration problems, façade images need to be 
rectified by removing any distortion introduced during image acquisition.

In this paper we are presenting a 3D City Modelling Framework for Smart City Dig-
ital Twin, covering more data with respect to those addressed in the LoD classification 
and including terrain elevation, roads, building planimetries, maps, orthomaps, heatmaps, 
buildings, high value buildings with meshes, building extruded from their plant shape, roof 
reproduction from LiDAR data, pattern extraction and positioning for roofs and facades, 
traffic flow data, IOT, traffic flows, bus routes, cycling paths, etc. In this paper, the main 
focus is on:

 (i) the production process from raw data to 3D DT elements. This process is very com-
plex, since a large number of heterogeneous data need to be collected and referred 
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one another. Due to their volume and complexity the activity has to be performed 
automatically and special algorithms and tools have to be created.

 (ii) the integrated model for DT representation and distribution on web. The modelling 
of a DT implies the capability of creating a model that can be easily deployed and 
distributed progressively from a server to a browser with the limitation of that plat-
form.

 (iii) the satisfaction of a large range of requirements to allow both modelling and interac-
tion with 3D structures. The DT model usage has to provide a number of features to 
allow its practical usage so as to grant support to decision makers when interacting 
with city structures and observing the details of a scene.

 (iv) performance in production and distribution of the resulted integrated DT model. 
According to progressive web distribution of 3D DT, the approach is totally different 
from what would be deployed on game applications to prevent from requiring huge 
amount of memory and dedicated CPU/GPU.

The 3D representation is enriched with: 3D representation of crests for traffic flows, 3D 
shapes and dynamic PINs which can manifest data values for real time IoT data representa-
tion, heatmaps and animations, picking functionality for building and data elements, and 
interactivity with all the elements from dashboards. The 3D DT has been developed in the 
context of the open-source Snap4City platform and framework [35, 36], to provide an envi-
ronment where smart applications can be easily created also by exploiting 3D DT model 
visualization with all extended smart city data, as mentioned above. The work presented in 
this paper follows the same research line of [37] which presented early results in mapping 
orthomaps on roofs only, addressing less requirements, which are now fully considered and 
are coped with in the next section, thus enabling the performance of a less limited valida-
tion on those techniques. Snap4City (https:// www. snap4 city. org) is an open-source smart 
city IoT platform which can be used to collect a large range of smart city / IoT data with the 
aim of: making data aggregation; computing data analytics as predictions, anomaly detec-
tion, indicators, etc., [38, 39]; and showing data on 2D dashboards with maps, time series 
and a large range of data representation graphics [36].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the identified requirements of Digital 
Twin for smart city solutions are presented, comparing them with those proposed in the 
state of the art. In Section 3, model architecture and data process are described, highlight-
ing the complexity of the process and the main enabling elements which are discussed in 
deep hereafter. The 3D model representation of the Digital Twin is detailed in Section 4, 
stressing the mechanism for its assembly and distribution. In Section 5, details of the main 
production processes for 3D representation are described. They include the construction 
and texturing processing for buildings. Section 6 focusses on computational costs and per-
formance for 3D model production and its scalability. The same section also includes some 
examples of the distribution performance. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2  Requirements analysis

With the aim of creating a DT in the context of smart cities, the 3D representation of 
buildings in the city plays a relevant role. To this end, a set of specific requirements has 
been identified and is reported in this section. In the past, a similar approach has been 
proposed by CityGML which defined different levels of detail (LoD) for the models [8]. 

https://www.snap4city.org
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The CityGML approach was mainly on visual represented, and it is actually not detailed 
enough to describe the needs of full DT models in the Smart City solutions for decision 
makers. Therefore, a more complete set of requirements and an assessment model for 
Web delivering of 3D representations of DTs at disposal of decision support systems are 
presented in this section. Most requirements are related to the 3D representation and to 
the integration of 3D data with the massive data infrastructure in back, which actually 
supports decision makers, while all other aspects are addressed by former tools based on 
Snap4City [35, 40, 41]. In particular, the DT solution for smart city has to provide sup-
port to represent in a 3D context, what follows:

R1. Buildings of the city structure, roads, gardens, etc. The single building should 
be represented with details in terms of shape (facades, roofs, towers, cupolas, etc.), 
and patterns on facades and roofs. To this end, different techniques can be adopted 
to model buildings. For example, (i) extruding the bounding box of buildings as 
obtained from the perimeter up to the heights of eaves, (ii) creating meshes describ-
ing details of the physical structure. Building perimeters (i.e., planimetry) can be 
obtained from open services like those offered by OpenStreetMap (https:// www. 
opens treet map. org/), however such data show a lack of information regarding the 
buildings’ height or their roof structure. The heights of eaves can be obtained from 
manual measures or exploiting aerial LiDAR measures or via stereo images to be 
converted into DSM. The RGB images required to extract the façade patterns are not 
easily accessible. On the other hand, roof patterns could be obtained by orthomaps, 
even if an accurate texture extraction is not straight forward, as described hereafter. 
Shapes of roads and gardens are usually accessible on GIS for their ground coverage, 
and rarely for 3D garden details.
R2. Ground information such as road shapes and names, names of squares and locali-
ties, etc., exploiting the so called Orthomaps, with possible real aerial view patterns. 
They are typically provided in terms of multi resolution tiled images from GIS systems 
using WMS protocol.
R3. One or more heatmaps superimposed (with transparency) on ground level infor-
mation without overlapping buildings. For example, to represent some information, 
such as: heatmap of temperature, traffic flow, pollutant distribution, people flow, etc. 
Also in this case, they are typically provided in term of multi resolution geolocated tiled 
images, provided by GIS using WMS protocol. (ii) heatmaps should be located over the 
terrain model of R6. (iii) in some cases, a time sequence of heatmap is available to show 
the distribution evolution over time. This aspect adds complexity to the model.
R4. Paths and areas which can be (i) super-imposed on the ground and on heatmap 
levels without overlapping buildings, for example those needed to describe garden 
perimeters, cycling paths, trajectories, border of gov areas, traffic/people flow or den-
sity/velocity along paths, etc., (ii) elevated in the 3D form as crest. This piece of infor-
mation is quite specific and has to be produced via some data analytics. The 2D version 
(i) can be distributed by using GIS in WFS/WMS protocols, while the (ii) version has to 
be distributed as 3D objects.
R5. Pin marking the position of services, IoT Devices, Point of Interest (POI), Key 
Performance Indicator (KPI), etc., and providing clickable information according to (i) 
some data model, (ii) Time Series of IoT Devices to show historical and real time data, 
according to (iii) shapes coming from GIS, etc. This information is quite specific and can 
be produced on the basis of the information recovered from Private and/or Open Data.

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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R6. Terrain information and elevation, so that the city skyline may include the shape 
of possible mountains around the city, and the correct elevation of the city ground. This 
also means that buildings and Orthomaps should be placed according to the terrain ele-
vation (R3.ii). The terrain model can be recovered from LiDAR or flight scanning and 
may be distributed in files via institutional open data sites. It is typically called DTM 
(Digital Terrain Model), also provided in WMS from GIS.
R7. Additional 3D entities to add more realism to the scenario, such as: trees, benches, 
fountains, semaphores, digital signages, and any other city furniture, etc.
R8. Virtual 3D structures as dynamic PIN changing colour and/or size/shape accord-
ing to some data value, OD flows with jumps/arcs, etc. Dynamic pins as SVG shape 
and colour by changing with some real time value. Dynamic pins as solid 3D changing 
colour or size according to some real time value.

In addition, a framework including the DT solution has to be capable to provide some 
interactivity on the above-mentioned 3D data structures, in particular it should be able to 
depict the 3D scene:

RA. according to the point of view, providing capabilities for changing it by means of: 
zooming, rotating, tilting, and paning the scene and also changing light or time of the 
day/night (this should lead to produce shadows projected by buildings on ground and 
other building, and a different illumination from direct to indirect exposition to day-
light), etc.
RB. with the sky, maybe with different sky conditions according to the actual day, light 
condition, weather, or weather forecast.
RC. providing access to the information associated with augmenting PINs: POI, KPI, 
etc., and maybe to real time data, and time series associated with possible IoT Devices 
located on the 3D scene.
RD. providing the possibility of selecting each single building or PIN to: (i) shift to a 
more detailed information associated with the building, or (ii) go into a BIM view of 
the building, with the possibility of navigating into the building structure, and again to 
access the internal data associate to PINs into the building. You may also disable the 
building view to see only the city 3D without buildings, but with PINs.
RE. providing the possibility of selecting an element (3D, PIN, ground, heatmap) to 
cause a call back into a business logic tool for provoking events and actions in the sys-
tems, where developers may associate intelligence activities, analytics, other views, etc.
RF. providing the possibility of inspecting ground terrain and see detailed 3D elements 
placed in the underground, such as water pipes, or located in the ground as benches, 
luminaries, red lights, etc.

According to the identified requirements, in the following Table 1, an assessment of the 
most relevant solutions is reported.

3  Model architecture and data process

According to above-described requirements, a solution for Smart City Digital Twin, SCDT, 
has to cope with them, by implementing an integrated solution covering three main areas:
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(a) 3D model representation of information in an integrated manner,
(b) software architecture for distribution, thus providing access to 3D representation via 

a suitable user interface presenting the 3D model including the interactivity features 
and on demand data facilities, and

(c) production process of 3D models by starting from multiple information which have to 
be recovered from accessible resources or produced/acquired, processed and integrated 
into the 3D model, and made available for distribution on demand.

Above-described requirements from R1 to R8 mainly impact on (a) and (b) for the 
resulting performance to distribute and reproduce DT representation in real time on 
browser, thus providing support for users to interact with 3D representation in real time. 
The system presents challenging aspects due to large amount of data to be processed on 
client side on the basis of the point of view. This impacts especially when several details 
are provided at the same time in the same view; e.g., textures/patterns, detailed heatmaps, 
complex terrain shapes, which implies to compute several projections to avoid overlaps, 
high valuable building in meshes, 3D shapes of each building, etc. In these cases, the issue 
is typically mitigated at the expense of a lower resolution of textures.

On the other hand, features from RA to RF have to be mainly satisfied by production pro-
cess (c) of the data model to be distributed according to (a) and (b). In fact, the model can be 
composed by several elements: 3D representation, meshes, patterns, shapes, heatmaps, etc. The 
process of shifting from images and data into the integrated 3D model is not a trivial one and it 
is partially described in this paper as to some of its aspects. Such production process to produce 
the SCDT model is depicted in Fig. 1. This production process highlights data sources: GIS, 
raw images, building shapes, heatmaps, PINs, POI, IoT devices, DTM, LIDAR, etc.

According to Fig. 1, this production process for a 3D model’s creation requires a set of 
sub-processes:

Fig. 1  Data flow of the production process for creating a Digital Twin for smart cities
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• 3D design of High Value Buildings, HVBs: in order to produce accurate represen-
tation of HVBs, a manual 3D design or automatic computer vision techniques (such 
as Structure from Motion) can be used. Precise measurements or specific image/
video acquisition campaign and overlapped textures are required. Additionally, geo-
localization information must be provided. The resulting textured 3D models can be 
exported as geo-localized glTF files.

• Facades pattern extraction: façade texturing requires a specific acquisition cam-
paign. Acquired RGB images must be processed to remove radial and projective dis-
tortions. As to rooftops, obtained textures can be provided as PNG or JPEG files.

• Roof pattern extraction: photorealistic textures of building rooftops can be 
obtained from orthomaps. Since orthomaps are typically roughly geo-localized, 
a careful registration w.r.t. building shapes is required. After that, textures can be 
extracted and provided as PNG or JPEG files.

• Create 3D buildings with flat roof (by extrusion): given building shapes plus their 
height, typically measured at their eaves, simple 3D models with flat rooftop can be 
obtained. The resulting data format is a GeoJSON file with a height/elevation attrib-
ute to compute the building extrusion from the ground at run time. This is the model 
used to implement the 3D bounding box to enable the functionality of picking.

• Create 3D building with 3D roof: when a DSM is available, either obtained from 
LiDAR data or other acquisition modality, accurate 3D roof shapes can be obtained 
to build a more realistic SCDT. Building 3D models can be provided as glTF (GL 
Transmission Format) files, with geo-localization information.

• Create 3D building with photorealistic textures: 3D buildings obtained by extru-
sion or exploiting a DSM can be enhanced with photorealistic rooftop and façade 
patterns by applying textures extracted from RGB images. Textured building models 
are saved in glTF files, with geo-localization information.

• Integrated view of HVBs + buildings with roof and facades: building 3D models 
and HVB models are finally placed into a unique 3D representation exploiting their 
geo-localization information, thus obtaining the complete 3D representation for the 
SCDT.

General architecture for distributing SCDT includes a set of data integrating 3D models, 
meshes, with DTM. In addition, heatmap, traffic flow, Pins, IOT, POI, etc., can be dynami-
cally loaded on demand as described in the paper.

For the distribution of the data:

• 3D representation File in GeoJSON via HTTPS: it describes the 3D structure of the 
city and all information related to it. It is used to represent the city model in extruded 
mode and to retrieve buildings information or other BIM data for the picking function-
ality.

• 3D representation File in glTF/GLB (GLB is the binary version of glTF) via 
HTTPS: it describes the city 3D structure in terms of buildings and their relationships 
with the other graphic elements: facades, meshes of HVB, textures and materials.

• Pattern files via HTTPS: pattern images for facades, roofs, DTM files in PNG format, 
Sky texture, etc.

• orthomaps, maps, heatmaps, animated heatmaps, traffic flows, animated traffic 
flows, etc., are provided limited to the portion of the map shown in the window frame 
from a GIS server via WMS over https (i.e., via the GeoServer integrated into the 
Snap4City platform).
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• semantic details in JSON on demand such as: roads graph, POI, IoT data, Pins, 
cycling paths, vectorial traffic flows, etc., on the basis of the portion of the map shown 
in the window via smart city API HTTPS from SuperService Map of Snap4City 
platform [35, 41, 42].

4  3D model representation of the digital twin

The model for creating 3D representations, which allows to provide all above-mentioned 
information, is based on a hierarchical layered structure depicted in Fig. 2 and described in 
this section.

The layered solution has been implemented via WebGL API, in order to process all 
data in parallel, thanks to the GPU passthrough: to this end, the open-source library called 
Deck.gl has been used. All the layers needed for the representation of the Snap4City plat-
form data types have been implemented and they are loaded at runtime on user demand. 
Thanks to the multi-layer structure of deck.gl, layers have been implemented individu-
ally with their own safe context, to avoid interferences one another. Every layer has its 
own scope, managing its own data type. Therefore, in the following we are introducing the 
implemented layers to describe data the types provided in the Snap4City 3D representation 
(see Fig. 3 for an example).

First, the base deck application has been realized by using a custom implementation and 
management of the viewState object, where all geographical information for the map (such 
as latitude, longitude, zoom, etc.), are defined. We have also implemented a custom ren-
dering in order to add features like SkyBox that need direct access to the WebGL context. 
Starting from the first layer. The elevation of the terrain has been modelled by implement-
ing a composite layer called TileLayer, which is used to divide maps in multiple tiles with 
their own sublayer: for each tile a sublayer called TerrainLayer has been created. Thus, 
the elevation map, in the form of DTM files, has been used to create the TerrainLayer 3D 
model from the map, while the background orthomap has been used as a texture of terrain 
objects. Once the DTM image has been retrieved, Martini tessellation is used to create the 

Fig. 2  Hierarchical layers structure of the model
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mesh to replace any flat tile background. The result is a 3D representation of terrain with 
texture to represent better the territory.

The background orthomaps have been also implemented through a TileLayer. In this 
case, BitmapLayer to display an image in the map has been used. This method has been 
also used to represent heatmaps, which are essentials to provide a fast access / representa-
tion to large amounts of data. In order to implement heatmap visualization in deck.gl, we 
have used a composite layer which automatically retrieves heatmaps from a dedicated geo-
server (through several formats, including WMS) and displays them as an image. Heat-
maps can be static or animated; static heatmaps are viewed as single PNG images, while 
animated ones are sent by the geo-server in GIF format, and they are later divided into 
multiple images and rendered sequentially with a customizable delay time.

For the implementation of data coming from different sources like IoT devices, trajec-
tories, cycling paths, etc., various layers with a specific JSON mapping have been imple-
mented. To display paths and geometries, different layers have been used depending on the 
geometry type to be displayed, i.e., LineLayer for trajectories, PathLayer for the cycling 
path. IoT devices are also displayed as pickable markers on the map. When a user selects 
one of them, a popup with the sensor information (static attributes, as well as real-time 
data, if available) is shown. Whenever the sensor provides real-time data, they can be dis-
played on dedicated widgets, such as time trends, upon request.

3D representations of buildings are provided in two manners: Extruded and Realistic 
(meshes, HVB). Extruded buildings are implemented by using a GeoJSON file, in order 
to have a faster loading time, and this is required because this type of buildings are loaded, 
even when the realistic ones are loaded. The extruded building may have flat roof of real-
istic roof based on LiDAR data. In both cases, the pattern taken from orthomaps has been 
mapped as described in the following.

Realistic buildings HVB (presenting photorealistic details, or other building with 
meshes) can be loaded as both SceneGraph and 3D tiles. In order to implement the 
picking functionality, we need also to render the extruded buildings underneath. The 

Fig. 3  Multi Data Map of Snap4City with addition of textures and HVB (e.g.: the Florence dome, Santa 
Croce basilica) [29, 31]. https:// www. snap4 city. org/ dashb oardS martC ity/ view/ index. php? iddas board= 
MzI5Mw =  = accessible to all

https://www.snap4city.org/dashboardSmartCity/view/index.php?iddasboard=MzI5Mw
https://www.snap4city.org/dashboardSmartCity/view/index.php?iddasboard=MzI5Mw
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Extruded type is totally described in a single GeoJSON file, where the following ele-
ments are defined for each building: the base polygon, the height, and various other 
attributes and pieces of information. The GeoJSON file is loaded in a layer called Geo-
JSONLayer and it is responsible to take all the features in the file and display them on 
the map, with the base polygon extruded by its height. In the case of Realistic building 
data type, we use the glTF and GLB formats to describe the scene, and they are loaded 
by the SceneGraphLayer. This type of integration works well to achieve impressive 
visualization without impacting too much on the application performances. 3D build-
ings can also be individually picked on map, in order to see all information on that 
building, not to mention any linking to dedicated BIM representations or other details, 
if available. When we need to retrieve information about a particular building with 
the picking functionality, the glTF/GLB format is not enough since it does not contain 
this kind of information., Therefore, all information about each and every building is 
retrieved on the 3D building GeoJSON file and dynamically loaded upon request.

A simulation of the sun position has been also implemented, to create the light and 
shadow in the scene; this can be useful to simulate when and where a particular zone is 
in the shadow in a particular hour of the day. In the future it may be also used to study 
natural heat distribution in the city, which may contribute to mitigate the problem of 
urban heat island effect, an issue all cities have to cope with.

Features working in a 2D environment need to be revised or completely modified 
when we are working in a rich and more complex 3D environment. For instance, a 
major requirement is to improve the visualization of shapes such as in traffic flow rep-
resentations. Usually, traffic flows are represented by coloured lines in a 2D map, but 
those lines are then usually hidden in a 3D map by buildings or terrain. Therefore, in 
order to improve the visualization of traffic flows density in a 3D fashion, a new layer 
called CrestLayer has been created. In this layer, traffic density is displayed as raised 
crests whose amplitude are proportional to the computed traffic density values. The 
area under the crest is coloured using the four different colours of the traffic density 
palette (green, yellow, orange and red). Due to the problem nature, we need to work 
with data that can be fragmented or incomplete, so before initializing a CrestLayer 
we pre-process data in order to have a smoother representation. Every crest segment 
is composed by three parts: a middle one, where the value is the traffic density of that 
specific road segment, and two external ones, where densities are the average of all 
density values of roads connected to that road segment.

Another implemented feature is the visualization of dynamic pins. Dynamic pins 
allow to graphically represent sensor markers, changing shape and/or colour depend-
ing on the value of the metric they are associated to. In this way, dynamic pins ena-
ble a fast and immersive data-driven and event-driven visualization of data coming 
from physical or virtual sensors. Multiple views for different types of sensors can be 
exploited, ranging from dynamic SVG creation to 3D column representation of real-
time data values. When a SVG is selected for pin visualization, the dynamic pin is 
created dynamically in the backend; then it is retrieved and displayed by using the 
IconLayer. In the event of a 3D column, a composite layer has been generated to recre-
ate a thermometer effect, displaying the value of any sensors with a 3D cylinder shape 
whose height is proportional to the displayed metric value. The colour of the column 
typically represents the category of those sensors, and all these elements can be cus-
tomized by the user.
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5  Main processes for 3D representation production

In this section, details regarding the production process are reported: (A) roof pattern extraction, 
(B) façade pattern extraction, (C) creation of 3D buildings (with flat or 3D rooftops) and photo-
realistic textures, and (D) integration of HVB and 3D buildings into a unique 3D representation.

A. Roof pattern extraction

Orthomaps of the city of Florence, kindly provided by the “Sistema Informativo Terri-
toriale ed Ambientale” (GIS Local) of Tuscany Region, were used to obtain roof textures. 
These RGB photos are tiles with a resolution of 8200 × 6200 pixels, with partial overlap and 
rough geo-localization in the EPSG 3003 (Monte Mario / Italy zone 1) coordinate system.

As a first step aerial images and 2D GIS building shapes (expressed in the EPSG 
4326 coordinate system – Geodetic Parameter Dataset, originally created by European 
Petroleum Survey Group) were converted into a common coordinate reference system. 
Multiple orthomap tiles describing the considered area were fused into a single mosaic 
image using the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library, GDAL (https:// gdal. org/). Then, 
we down-sampled the mosaic image by a factor of ¼, to obtain a relevant speed-up 
in the successive steps, without losing accuracy, as the chosen image resolution allows 
both rooftop detection and alignment deep net (see hereafter) to operate optimally.

To detect the rooftops from the orthomaps and align them with the building shapes, 
we used the method presented in [33], based on a double U-Net architecture exploiting 
multi-resolution [42] and multi-task learning. The net takes as input an RGB orthomap 
and the corresponding cadastral map (represented as a binary image), and outputs a list 
of multi-polygons aligned with the RGB image. To obtain the cadastral map, the 2D 
shapes of the buildings were converted into a raster binary image. The output multi-
polygons, up-scaled to consider the image down-sampling previously done, were then 
exploited to both extract rooftop textures (from the full resolution mosaic) and align 
them with the 2D building shapes. An affine transformation to warp the mosaic ortho-
maps and register it with respect to 2D building shapes was computed. However, using a 
single transformation for all the multi-polygons would have given rise to local inaccura-
cies. For this reason, we decided to compute a dedicated transformation for each multi-
polygon and locally warped the image to obtain a better registration. Specifically, given 
vertexes of an aligned multi-polygon VA and vertexes of a corresponding 2D shape VS an 
affine transformation T  was estimated such as

Then, according to the estimated T  , the orthomap was warped and the considered 
rooftop was extracted. After repeating this process for all multi-polygons, a complete 
warped orthomap (including only the rooftops) was obtained and exported as a JPEG 
file. Note that, while exporting the texture image, different resolution can be used to 
obtain smaller weights and faster visualization.

B. Façades patten extraction

In order to properly texture the façades of 3D building models, some image acquisi-
tion campaigns were carried out in some of the most representative locations of Florence. 
We did not use a wide-angle lens to avoid introducing strong radial distortions, therefore, 

(1)VS = TVA

https://gdal.org/
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when a building was too large to be captured in a single frame, we employed photo-mosaic 
[43] to obtain a full façade image. Residual slight distortion effects were removed in post-
production using camera calibration data.

In order to create textures to be applied to the 3D model building façade, the acquired 
images must be rectified, i.e., they must be reduced to orthographic views, where any pro-
jective distortion is removed. This was accomplished by warping the images with special-
ized homography transformations computed between the vertices of each façade and a 
square pattern of 300 × 300 pixels. Note that, even if this solution alters the original aspect 
ratio of the façade, this was not a problem, since when applying the texture on the 3D 
model the correct proportions were restored. In Fig.  4 both original image and rectified 
façade are shown.

C. Creation of 3D model with photorealistic textures

Building models with flat roofs By exploiting the height attributes included for exam-
ple in a GeoJSON file, it is possible to obtain 3D models of buildings with flat rooftops. 
Such result can be simply obtained by extruding 2D building shapes using the BlenderGIS 
library according to the given height attribute.

Building models with 3D roofs The case of 3D rooftops is much more complex. Indeed, 
if DSM data are available, image processing and computational geometry algorithms must 
be devised and employed to obtain an accurate representation of buildings. DSM data used 
in this work were also kindly provided by the “Sistema Informativo Territoriale ed Ambien-
tale” (GIS local system) of Tuscany Region. They were obtained from a LiDAR survey and 
are composed by several tiles covering the city of Florence, with a resolution of 1 square 
meter per pixel. Moreover, given the complexity and density of buildings in Florence, in 
our solution we started by cropping the DSM using 2D building shapes to select the DSM 

Fig. 4  Façade rectification. In a the original image, in b the rectified façade
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pixels of a single building. The cropped DSM image was then smoothed using a bilateral 
filter [44] to attenuate the noise and preserve the content (see Fig. 5a).

A region growing algorithm [45] was used to cluster different portions of the building 
according to their elevation that henceforth will be referred to as height-clusters. Start-
ing from the highest point, neighbours in a 3 × 3 window, centred on the source point, 
were evaluated and associated with the same cluster, if their height difference with respect 
to the central point was inferior to a user defined threshold (set at 0.25 m in our experi-
ments). The process was iterated on all newly associated points until no more points could 
be included. Then, new clusters were defined in a similar way on remaining points. As 
can be seen in Fig. 5b, region growing tends to produce an over-segmentation of the roof-
top, so smaller clusters (with less than 10 points) were removed and progressively associ-
ated with other bigger clusters. Points on the edge between two adjacent height-clusters 
were selected and, after applying morphological thinning to remove redundant points, they 
were used to regress step-lines with a linear estimation method embedded into a RANSAC 
framework [46] to reject outliers. Note that, since the edge between two height-clusters can 
be composed by multiple line segments, a solution inspired by the J-Linkage algorithm 
[47] was exploited. Specifically, given a set of edge points, all possible combinations of 
point pairs were used to estimate candidate line segments – this combinatorial strategy is 
viable in this context, since the number of edge points was found to be always relatively 
small in our experiments. Each line candidate was then scored by considering the number 
of points (i.e., the inliers) close to the estimated line according to a threshold, set to 0.5 
pixels, and the sparsity of those points along the line. Starting from the candidate with the 
highest number of inliers and with denser points, line segments were selected. Since the 
great majority of rooftops is of quasi-rectangular shape, only candidates that were near 
orthogonal or near parallel to the first selected candidate were retained. Finally, similar 

Fig. 5  Computational steps of pipeline to obtain building model with 3D roof from LiDAR based DSM 
data. a input DSM with the building shape polygon superimposed in red, b initial output of the region 
growing clustering, c an intermediate step of the plane-cluster expansion, d final plane-clusters, e rooftop 
planar patches, f planar roof segments obtained after fusion of planar patches
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candidates (in terms of position and direction) were grouped together and used to estimate 
refined step-lines.

A second clustering phase was carried out into each of the previously identified height-
clusters, so as to possibly split it into different sub-clusters (referred to as plane-clusters) 
sharing a common plane orientation. To achieve that, for each point of the height-cluster 
3D normal vectors were estimated, together with gradient magnitude and direction. The 
HDBSCAN algorithm [48] was then used leveraging on a custom weight matrix W =

{

wij

}

 
modelling pairwise distances between each pair of points. W was built as follows: For each 
pair of points i, j the weight wij is defined according to the angular difference between the 
normal vectors Nij , the difference on gradient magnitude Mij and direction Dij , and the sum 
of the L1 distances on the X and Y coordinates Lij . All metrics are independently normal-
ized in the interval [0,1]. Finally, wij is then obtained as

where 
(

wN ,wM ,wD,wL

)

 are weights, respectively set to (10, 0.1, 5, 1). Note that, if wij = ∞ , 
HDBSCAN ignores this pairwise relationship and the points i,j will fall in the same cluster, 
provided that there is a path between the two points containing only finite distances. Using 
the weight matrix, closed points with similar normal vectors and gradient are grouped 
together in plane-clusters. However, several points remain not associated to any plane-clus-
ter. To solve this, we have proceeded as follows.

First, we used all points in a plane-cluster to robustly estimate the corresponding 3D 
plane. Then, non-associated points were progressively included to one of the plane-clus-
ters, according to their proximity to the cluster and their distance with respect to its 3D 
plane (see Fig. 5c-d). In a similar way to what occurred with height-clusters, edge points 
on adjacent plane-clusters were used to compute hip-lines (i.e., lines that separate two roof 
parts with different plane orientation): However, in this case, since two planes can only 
intersect in a single line, a standard RANSAC algorithm was used.

Finally, borderlines obtained from the 2D shape polygon of the building were also esti-
mated. We noticed that, sometimes, borderlines were very similar if not identical to the 
step-lines previously estimated. We devised a heuristic to assess the similarity between bor-
derlines and step-lines, by considering their behaviour wrt nearby roof. If a step-line was 
found to be equal to a borderline, we discarded the estimated step-line, keeping only the 
borderline, since this was probably more accurate being obtained from the shape polygon.

Borderlines, step-lines, and hip-lines were then used to split the whole rooftop into 
planar patches by evaluating the intersection of lines and recovering all resulting closed 
polygons (see Fig. 5e). In this way we were certain that each of these polygons included 
points belonging to the same 3D plane. Then, each planar patch associated to polygons 
was labelled according to height and plane-clusters, and patches with the same label were 
finally fused to obtain the minimal number of planar roof segments (expressed as concave 
or convex polygons) covering the whole rooftop, see Fig. 5f.

For each roof segment, points falling into it were used to refine the estimate of common 
3D plane. A triangulation step was carried out to obtain triangular meshes of segments 
as planar straight-line graph, with a particular care to deal with concave polygons. Then, 
elevations (i.e., the Z-coordinate) of segment vertexes were computed exploiting estimated 
3D planes.

Once the rooftop modelling has been completed, building walls were constructed by 
computing all points at the foot of the perpendicular for each roof vertex. Note that DTM 

wij =

{

∞, if Lij > 6

wNNij + wMMij + wDDij + wLLij, otherwise
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information was exploited to consider the ground elevation. In Fig. 6, the final 3D model is 
shown, as an example coherent with data of Fig. 5.

Both flat-roof and 3D-roof models are integrated into glTF/GLB files.

3D model texturing At this moment the texturing phase was carried out using Blender. As 
to rooftops, the warped orthomap, obtained with the method described in Section 5. A was 
used to texture the polygonal faces corresponding to rooftops using the Python Blender 
API. Note that, when using flat-roof models, roof faces can be easily retrieved by selecting 
those having a vertical normal vector. Differently, when using 3D roof computed from the 
DSM, the selection process was carried out beforehand. When creating the building model, 
we used special attention to split roofs from the building’s walls, thus avoiding any prob-
lem during the texturing phase.

Façade textures were instead manually applied on lateral surfaces of buildings (i.e., their 
walls) by selecting meshes and using the project_from_view Blender function, that auto-
matically adapts the squared textures obtained in Sect. 5. B on the façade surface.

In order to show how much effective is our strategy to build 3D model with photo-
realistic textures, we present in Fig.  7 the reconstruction of the area between Costa San 
Giorgio and Costa dei Magnoli in Florence (they are accessible from the 3D view of DT 
of Florence reported in Fig. 3 and related accessible URL). From an inspection of the fig-
ure, building models with 3D rooftops and elevated according to the DTM data are shown. 
Moreover, roof and façade textures were applied to increase realism of such 3D map. Not-
withstanding slight modelling errors, the reconstructed buildings are accurate enough to 
provide a high-fidelity 3D map, ready to be exploited as a Smart City digital twin.

D. HVB integration

Fig. 6  Different view of the obtained building model with 3D roofs
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Using Blender, we were also able to include and geo-locate in the map the HVB 3D 
models. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, an accurate 3D reconstruction of Santa Maria del 
Fiore Cathedral (Florence Dome) was placed into the 3D representation, thus achieving a 
nicer final result. The final 3D map textured model with also HVB models was exported 
in glTF/GLB format (including 3D geometries, textures, and coordinates) ready to be 
deployed in the Snap4City platform using the SceneGraphLayer of the deck.gl framework 
(https:// deck. gl/).

Fig. 7  Two views of the 3D reconstruction of the area between Costa San Giorgio and Costa dei Magnoli 
in Florence, featuring building models with 3D rooftops elevated according to the DTM data, and roof and 
façade photorealistic textures. The ground layer is textured using RGB data sampled from orthomaps

Fig. 8  An example of integration 
of a HVB into the 3D map (in 
this case Santa Maria del Fiore 
Cathedral in Florence)

https://deck.gl/
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6  3D digital twin representation performance

In this section, the computational costs and performance for 3D model production and 
its scalability to a whole city, are discussed. The same section also includes some issues 
regarding performance in distributing a possible representation. It was not possible to com-
pare the performance of our complex process with respect to state-of-the-art performance, 
since other solutions are mainly based on manual operations and are not published.

Before discussing performance aspects, the framework context where performance has 
been assessed is briefly described.

Snap4City is a 100% open-source platform developed at DISIT Lab, University of Flor-
ence (https:// www. snap4 city. org/), [40, 49]. The platform manages heterogeneous data 
sources, such as: IoT devices (city sensors and actuators, as well as private devices, sup-
porting a large variety of brokers and protocols), open data, external services. For each dif-
ferent kind of data, static attributes (such as geographical information and other metadata) 
and real-time data are collected. Device data are semantically indexed in an RDF Knowl-
edge Base, thus they can be retrieved by dedicated APIs and exploited by Data Analytics 
processes and IoT applications to perform analyses, simulations, forecasts, etc. This allows 
users to produce new knowledge on data, which can be shown on user interface through 
Dashboards and a wide range of widgets (showing data both in pull and push modalities). 
The integration of the 3D city model into the Snap4City platform was realized using a 
Multi-Data Map Widget which can be instantiated into any Dashboard. It presents an inter-
active 3D environment of the city, and it grants the possibility of inspecting different kinds 
of city entities and data, such as: IoT devices, Points of Interests (POI), heatmaps, geome-
tries related to bus routes, cycle paths, traffic flows, etc. In this way, the Snap4City platform 
allows to exploit a complete open-source framework that can collect, process, and manage 
all the data needed to obtain a high-fidelity Smart City Digital Twin, SCDT. Currently, 
Snap4City is used in several cities and multiple installations. Each single installation can 
be multitenant and thus multiple cities or areas can share the same deploy and features.

Therefore, to integrate the 3D representations in the Multi-Data Map Widget of Snap-
4City platform (thus creating a 3D Multi-Data Map Widget), the deck.gl open-source 
library has been used and extended, as described in Section 5. By exploiting the multi-layer 
structure of deck.gl, we have implemented distinct layers for each type of data supported 
by the Snap4City platform. All layers can be viewed and removed dynamically upon the 
user’s choice via a dedicated menu on 3D Multi-Data Map Widget. Figure 3 represents the 
3D Multi-Data Map Widget of the city with 3D models and textures obtained using the 
method described in Section 5, and the whole architecture of Section 3. The tool is freely 
accessible on web and includes heatmaps, traffic flow sensors, traffic flow data, animations, 
PINs for IOT and POI, etc. On this regard, an IconLayer was implemented in deck.gl to 
represent all IoT devices managed by the platform. In Snap4City, IoT devices are ingested 
and stored in a semantic Knowledge Base, and they are classified by semantic categories 
[42, 49]. Therefore, a pool with different icons for each type of device category is used to 
represent device markers on map. The user can access to all information given by a spe-
cific sensor and city element by simply clicking on the device PIN; in this way, a popup is 
shown presenting static attributes and, when available, real-time and historical data can be 
selected and viewed on dedicated time-trend and single-content widgets.

A. Roof pattern extraction performance assessment

https://www.snap4city.org/
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To obtain a quantitative validation of any rooftop extraction results on our data (process 
described in Sect. 5. A), we manually have created a set of ground-truth multi-polygon for 
200 buildings scattered uniformly on the covered area. Then, we have evaluated the Inter-
section over Union (IoU) between the ground-truth and the input (non-aligned) and the 
output (aligned) multi-polygons.

In Fig.  9, a bar plot showing the IoU score obtained for each considered building is 
reported. As can be seen, for almost all test cases (only in four cases the input multi-poly-
gons have higher IoU), the IoU has increased when using the output multi-polygons, thus 
confirming the effectiveness of our approach. In average we could obtain an IoU score of 
71% for the input multi-polygons, and 88.54% for the output multi-polygons after aligning 
them by using the deep network, with an increase of almost 17.5 points which is a percent-
age increment 19.8%.

As to computational times, two main phases must be considered: the alignment 
obtained though the deep net, and the orthomap warping and segmentation. The align-
ment net run on a NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU, with 12 GB of RAM. In our experiment 
we noticed that the required execution time does not directly depend on the number 
of multi-polygons (i.e., buildings) considered, but instead on the dimension of the 
orthomap given in input. For example, using an orthomap covering the 127 buildings 
in the area between Costa San Giorgio and Costa dei Magnoli in Florence (shown in 
Fig. 7) with a dimension of 447 × 444 pixels, the alignment took 17.573 s. On the other 
hand, to get the alignment for all buildings in the Florence downtown (around 20,000 
buildings), an orthomap of dimension 4518 × 5430 pixels was required. In this case the 
process completed in 594.396 s – note that we measured an equal time using the same 
orthomap and limiting the alignment to 100 buildings. To cover a whole city, bigger 
orthomaps will be required, however, the alignment should take less than 10 min. On 
the other hand, the orthomap warping and segmentation to extract the roof texture is 
carried out individually for each building: our Python code, running on a PC with an 
Intel Core i7-8700 CPU@3.20 GHz, with 32 GB of RAM, took in average 0.006 s per 
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Fig. 9  A bar plot illustrating the IoU score obtained for 200 buildings between the ground-truth and the 
input non-aligned multi-polygons (in blue), and the aligned ones (in red). Note that the bars are ordered 
with respect to the aligned scores for better reading
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building. Therefore, these operations for all buildings in Florence downtown require 
around 2.2 min. The code has been developed in Python and execution time has been 
estimated on the same workstation.

B. Computational times for façade texture extraction

To obtain the façade texture (process described in Section 5. B), after having selected 
corners, the image rectification is completed in 0.004 s in average for each façade. Just 
few minutes should be taken to rectify all façades for the entire city.

C. Computational times for constructing building models with 3D roofs

In this case, we are referring to the process described in Section 5. C, where LiDAR 
data and other information are used to reconstruct roof surfaces minimizing their num-
ber and reciprocal connections and placement with respect to facades over the build-
ing shape extruded from the plane, up to the reconstructed roof surfaces. To this end, 
computational times for the above mentioned 127 buildings of the area between Costa 
San Giorgio and Costa dei Magnoli in Florence (shown in Fig. 7), took an average of 
8.696 s to complete the reconstruction of each single building. The main computational 
demanding effort is due to the construction of the 3D modelling (i.e., the computation 
of the roof and wall 3D vertexes and the triangulation of the surface meshes), and the 
estimation of the plane-clusters (i.e., the HDBSCAN clustering and the successive clus-
ter expansion), respectively requiring 4.345 and 1.309 s in average. If considering that 
a full DT for a city like Florence will encompass more than 20,000 buildings, to obtain 
all 3D models about 2 days are required. However, since each building model construc-
tion is an independent process, parallel execution on multiple cores or even on differ-
ent workstations/servers could be exploited to significantly reduce the total time. Please 
note that, the 3D building construction, as well as the roof and façade texturing are 
offline operations that need to be carried out sporadically.

D. Distribution performance

A performance analysis has been also carried out for the distribution of 3D model files 
when loading the 3D city model visualization in a Snap4City dashboard on some web 
browsers. We evaluated and compared different configurations for the distribution of 3D 
model components.

Therefore, different configurations for the 3D model distribution via a set of files have 
been used, as reported in the following list. For their description and meaning, please refer 
to the list of 3D model components reported to the end of Section 3. In this section, the 
focus is only on the 3D model construction, since orthomaps, PINs, traffic, etc. are less 
computationally intensive and may be requested on demand.

Therefore, we compare a number of 3D model configurations approaches for distribu-
tion, in particular:

• GLB Complete: all buildings’ models and textures included in a single binary file 
expressed in GLB format. The binary file size resulted to be of 109 MB.

• GLB Split: buildings’ models have been split into multiple GLB files, one for the auto-
generated buildings, and additional 5 files representing HVB (i.e., “Ponte Vecchio”, 
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“Loggia dei Lanzi”, “Santa Croce”, “San Lorenzo”, “Santa Maria Novella”. The total 
size of the involved files is 109 MB. One large file of about 60 MB and other smaller 
for the HVB.

• Gltf Multi: all buildings’ models and texture mapping included in a single gltf file, 
associated with a binary.bin file including different types of buffers, to optimize the 
GPU loading times. In this case, we used this file to implement the buffer for geometry, 
while textures have been loaded as multiple image files from different sites to parallel-
ize download. Total size of the involved files has been of 113 MB.

Therefore, we set up a total of four configurations for 3D Model distribution. Load-
ing times have been measured, by considering the time interval between: (i) the instant 
in which the request to download the 3D City model is triggered on dashboard, and (ii) 
the instant in which the last downloading file (among the ones which are part of the 
3D city model) is completed. To this purpose, the web browser development tools have 
been exploited (on Google Chrome v103.0.5060.134) on a computer with an Intel core 
i7-1165G7@ 2.80 GHz, 32 GB of RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce MX450 graphic card. For 
each configuration, multiple measures have been performed, and average values have been 
calculated as results. Moreover, we repeated the same measures for three different network 
connection bandwidths in download: 135 Mb/s, 65 Mb/s and 7 Mb/s. Results are shown in 
Table 2. From these results, we can notice that the GLB Complete configuration achieves 
the lowest loading times for the first access to the 3D model, a part for the case in which 
the bandwidth is very low. When browser cache is forced to be used the general perfor-
mances are improved. The distribution approach controls some of the cache parameters to 
accelerate the successive accesses after the first.

7  Conclusions

In this paper, a solution for modelling and construction 3D representation for Digital Twin 
Smart City has been presented, providing photorealistic texture and integration into Snap-
4City Smart City framework. Our main contributions on the paper have been on (i) the 
production process to pass from raw data to 3D Digital Twin elements, (ii) the integration 
of a complex 3D model for DT representation and its distribution approach to be shown on 
any browser, (iii) the satisfaction of a larger number of requirements which are needed to 
actually use the DT, and on (iv) the performance assessment for producing the 3D model 
and its distribution. The proposed solution follows a deep learning approach based on 
U-Net to detect the rooftops from aerial images and align them with the 3D map buildings, 
which are obtained by extrusion from GeoJSON data. The solution is implemented in the 
open-source Snap4City platform as a multi-layer 3D map, which can be used by users as 

Table 2  Comparison of loading 
times for the distribution 
of different 3D Model 
configurations and bandwidths

Number in bold remark the best values

3D model configurations Bandwidth configurations

135 Mb/s 65 Mb/s 7 Mb/s

GLB Complete 6.92 s 13.41 s 132.00 s
GLB Split 8.23 s 14.81 s 129.60 s
Gltf Multi 13.58 s 19.05 s 143.40 s
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a widget on dashboards to visualize a full 3D city environment and a large variety of data, 
including IoT devices (city sensors and actuators, as well as private devices), POI, heat-
maps, geometries and polylines related to cycling paths, bus routes, traffic flow etc. In other 
words, users have the possibility to pick on map single city elements and device markers 
and inspect their data and attributes. In this way, the proposed solution aims at providing 
an easy and smart navigation of the global digital twin of the city and its related data. The 
paper has demonstrated that it is possible and computationally viable to create 3D rep-
resentation of cities with moderated effort, thus confirming the validity of our approach. 
Also, its distribution is possible, which makes viable the creation of sophisticated realis-
tic 3D scenario for city analysis, strategies and what-if analysis for decision makers. The 
developed code of the open source Snap4City is available on GitHub as linked from https:// 
www. snap4 city. org/, which is also distributed in Appliance Virtual Machine, as well as in 
Docker based configurations (see also https:// digit altwin. snap4 city. org). 

Future direction of this research activity includes: modelling of city details such are trees, 
semaphore, sidewalks, etc. to make the scene more realistic when it is observed and navigated 
at the maximum zoom; further improvement of performance since the addition of more 3D 
structures will requires a new round of optimization (for entity modelling, management and dis-
tribution algorithms); the modelling of additional complex data such as scenarios, routing, etc.
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